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hill, I run into lots of men like this. They say that many

people were killed in them hills. Rocks.' But nobody knows—

find the dead person—but nobody say anything about it.

(Well, these people that were'killed, were there any Indians
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killed like that or were they white people?)

^Once in a while, once in a while. But when the Indians were

killed, then they report it at Ft. Sill, they supposed to, go all

over it. Well, now like I said, in these hills, sometimes the

Indians or other times, white man., who claims or cowboys, break

v in. You run into horses, three men riding and you talk with them,

"Anybody around toere got horses to break? We're, hunting a place

to break some horses." It was their job breaking horses. '*No."

See, they pose as horse-breakers, and they may be outlaws. Some

other tribes or individual1Indians, the Indians were told to re- '

port all outlaws.

*
INDIANS AND OUTLAWS LEFT EACH OTHER ALONE
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They-did not bother to harm Indians as they wish not to be caught.

Many times occupied empty Indian homes or hide out from the north

country. They maybe robbing banks or kill somebody orj something
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Dlit iand come in here and hide out ia them hills and few Indians begin

to build homes but they don't live in them. They live in bunches
t
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or go in the Agency—those outlaws go in there (abandoned Indian

houses). They sleep in there and hide in there. And all Indian

children are told by their parents to watch out for outlaws, that

they may'get them or kill you as you play out on the creeks.

They was to report to their folks. And the Indian children' run

all over the creeks in the mountains and everywhere. They run


